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ABSTRACT

DRAGONS are formidable problems in elementary mecnanics not amenable to

solution by naive formula cranking. What is the intellectual weaponry ofie

needs to snare a Dragon? To snare a Oragon one brings to mind an heuristic

frame - a specifically structured association of problem solving ideas.

Data on the anatomy of heuristic frames - just how and what ideas are linked

together - has been obtained from the protocols of many attacks on Dragons

by_students and physicists. In this.paper various heuristic frames are

delineated by detailing how they motivate attacks on two particular Dragons,

Milko and Ovgglo, from the writer's compilation. This model of the evolution

of problea solving skills has also been applied to the interpretation of the

intellectual growth of children, and in an Appendix we use it to give a

cogent interpretation for the protocols of.Piagetian "Conservation" experiments.

The model provides a sorely needed theoretical framework to discuss teaching

strategems calculated to promote problem solving
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1-ery teacher pllysios would, f9el, assert that he

stris to tach not only hoy o solve certain paradigm

example.c 'Jut that he also hop.)s to impart a cluster cif

generaL. zed skills in problem so]Jing that will equip studen s to

comprehend and anale a greater range of problems than could

possibly he discussed in lecture classes and tutorimls. Put is ther
any spec to promote this objective ? The purpone of thia
introduction is to recount

r-117: ig st7.:etqqn1

me of th

ye been devel_

eassible ideas in a

rP

This stratagem 5hares elements in conmon with what I call th z

Fermi stratagem (in Physics t aehing) and Polya stratagem (In

Mathematics teaching).

In the errni stratagem students are posed problems of a

more pro1ect-le character. some such Fermi problems are

rela

lk and run?"). Other Fermi problems have a definite scaution but

are of a "non-standard" form requiring the skillful selection

and artful utili ation of Perhaps quite elementary physical models.

Teachers wishing to follow the Fermi stratagem face two

difficulties. The first is the scarcity of Fermi problem

rather th_ scarcity of compilations of such problems. In this

regard Nalker "Plying Circus"
1
is a very welcome addition

to the Ph i s teaching literature. This writechas also

compil d a collection of non-standard problems (which he calls

"Dragons ) in elementary mechanics, "A Dragon Hunter's Box"2 of
which so e of the Dragons may be aptly characterized

Fermi problems. The second difficulty

y open-ended ( g , "Mow, in terms of physics do we

4
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in introduclig Perni problems is th- absence of any compre-

hen ve tutor's guide embodying theoretical analysis and

prnctical cxperi@ice in the presentation and effective utili-

7.;= on of such problems. In fact the casual introduction of

Fermi problems into certain inn vatory courses of recent years

has often lead to obvious failure, as the students participa-

ting have lacked any model of how to proceed in tackling any

problem other than those -me conventional problems which

term "formula crankers."

In the Polya stratagem, students alre dy familiar with

the tricke and techriuec needed fc icular problem are

given specific instruct on in powerful general problem solving

eas t Polya terms mathematical heuristics. The style

presentation, as evidenced by the structure of "Mathematics

and Plausible Reasoning"3 ir to first explain a particular

heuristic, and demonstrate its applicability to a particular

problem: the student is then posed a graded set of problems

which are amenable to solution via that heuristic. The writer

is not aware of any extensive application of the Polya strata-

gem to physics teaching.

My own teaching stratagem grew out of an attempt to imple-

ment the key ideas of Fermi and Polya in the context of a college

cour e in elementary mechanics. I was especially keen to get

away from the traditional empha- is on problems which may be

chdracte sed as "formula-crank rs" and to engage students in

Pr hlems which had more of the flavour of research problems in

physics, such as Fermi problems. There are in fact very few

5
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published Fermi pzob1em in eleerAtary flCChafliCS, and it seems

the typical problem actually 3sad. by Fermi was "How many piano

tun s are there in New York7 So in order to produce a signi-

ficant compilation of challenging problems for student use I

was obliged to devise a number of new problems in elementary

mechanics whi h I termed Dragons to express their formidable

character. In line with this playful terminology, the first

compilat on of Dragons was produced in a hand lett red and

illu trated bo t5 entitled /let C '11ed Ned n'eliy

Other Problematical Dragons"(Ned Kelly - an Australian folk

o - the last of t e bushrangers - - was hung in Melbourne

1867). The "Ned Kelly" Dragon bo k was used in con unction

with the lectures and tuto ials of a course in elemntary

mechanics, AM204 Second Year Mechanics at La Trobe Univers

in Melbourne, Australia during 1972.1n

Y



It. it- nOw opportutie to discuss the pedago

printiples underlyi g t e selection and construction of the

D agons of the original compilation5 and its successor2. The

DragJ s were c nceived as providing s ope for the discussion

of problem solving per se rather than particular physical

p_inciples. An underlying assumption was that many students

try to solve problems in accord with the following model:

The Formula Cranker's Model

Step 1. Look at the problem solved, P.

Step 2. Scan c,ile's reportoire of all the problems one

can solve until one finds S similar to P.

Step 3. Apply the algorithm used to solve S, to P.

I've called this model the Formula Cranker's Model of Problem

Solving as this model gill, in fact, be of some real service

to a student in the solution of a formula cranker - a prob-

lem in which has been specified formally precisely those ele-

ments to be substituted in a familiar formula: for instance

if shape parameters (such as might be involved in a moment of

inertia) are not explicitly labeled and specified the "similar"

problem must not devolve on such parameters. My Dragons were

selected or constructed so that like the real problems tackled

in research the Formula Cranker's Model would fail. Consider

rst. the Dragcn MILKO of Pig. Because MILKO explicitly

seeks the determination of the pressure at the bottom of a

cylinder-like volume (the inte ior of a milk bottle), this

Dragon is clearly -imilar" to the calculation of the pressure

at the base of a cylindrical column of liquid. In this sense

7



the Dragon also "simiiar " to other calculations of base
ssure upon the sole of one's shoes. Hence applying to

MTLKO the aiqorithrn -f the "similar" pi hlems, the base

pressure P is given in terms of the base area A and the
total weight of the contento of the bottle, W, as

p W/A

This expression is entirely fa se, and is an instance of how
the Formula Cranking Model can lead to an inappropriate
formula. Cor ider next thc Draaon JUGGLO of Fig. (xiv). It
happens that this Dragon may be successfully snared using
the same formulas as are applied to the calculations of the
mechanics of a rigid body. Yet as iugaling is in no sense
"similar" to a rigid body, students following the Formula
Cranker's Model of action will not arrive at such an
analys as is given under the caption "In Tato" in Section 3).
That is, by this example, we see how the Formula Cranker's
Model may prevent students from recognizing the

applicability of quite familiar algorithms. The third point
to be made about the Formula Cranker Model is that even
f that following this model one determined an appropriate

alaorithm application to the given problem may lead to a
mess of algebra which is hard to untangle t finally
olre the problem. An illustration of this sort of

phenomena is provided in Section 2, below the heading
Formula Crank.



The abovc (camples ind' a e that exposure to tho-

formidable (yet elementary) problems TIVe termed Dragons

highlights to students the inadequacy of th_ Pormula

Cranker's Model of Problem solving. But in fact this is

only a minor aspect of what can be learnt from such

encounters. Particularly when one has in fact produced

the can nical wrong answer to a rragon, a study of such

encounters, using introspection and observation of other

students reveals the sort of mental construct --

collection of associated ideas -- one has brought to bear

on the pr hien.

How in fact does OflF. solve pJ'vsics problems Over

he past ew years Y've listened intently to many attempts

by students and physicists to snare the nracrons of mv

collection. These observations (Protocols is the jargon

d in psychology) support the c ntention that in solving

such problems one uses a structured collection of associ P

ideas that 'I've termed a heuristic frame. There appears

be only a relatively small number of heuristic frames

available to any individual, of the order of twenty.

Tn Table 1, the anatomy of a heuristic frame is revealed.



rrARLE 1

ANATnMY nF A HrURISTIC FRAM

(Co.

oblem P auction

es and

)'laorlthrn q lector

nebun routines

flernon:

warnings, Caveats,

DPSCRI

An elemental, crude nrob

so ving idea, probably

acquirc,3 in childhood.

Pow to reshaoe the problem

amd whic algorithm to

apply.

What to do when things

"go wrong

miscellaneous:

"Watch out
Fl ointers "Try another

heuristic frame



In Table 1 and elsewhere in this paper, by an alaorithrn is

meant a highly specific procedure or formula. The (c

heuristic of a heuristic frame is the same sort of mental
_-

object as what Polya3 termed a heuristic -- a problem

olving idea of some potency. (Polya confined his attention

thematics however). Problem reduction involves putting

the problem in a form suitable for the application of

particular algorithms. Tf the unexpected happens -- or even

when one is informed that the answer derived is -ong" --

one calls up n the Debug Routines of the heuristic frame.

Also linked with the other components of a heuristic frame

are what I've termed Demons: the imacte is of some little -eist

that waits for some specific little occurrence to trigee his

attention -- when he passes on his messa e. At any rate,

under the heading of "Demons" are lumped together some

miscellaneous ideas bound in the frame, such as warnings,

-:aveats and directives to other frames. few examples of

Demons are presented later in this paper.

The concept of Heuristic Frames provides a descri ion

of the evolution of problem solving skills in terms of

The growth in one's reoortoire of algorithms.

The elaboration and augmentation of the compor nts of one's

heuristio frames.

The latter process is termed the 'debugging of heuris s'

in dehucYrTina the core heuristic is essentially unalterable,

only the other components of the frame can be edited. A simple

description of problem solving in terms of the components

of heuristic frames is contained in a model which is called

the Horse and Cart or H.A.C. Mod l of problem solving)

1 1



HORSE AD Ci.T MODEL OF PROBLEM SOLVIN

TO

Step 1. Given a problem, choose a Heuristic

,tep 2. Reformulate the problem and select an Algor hm

tep 3. CRANK the algo 'thm

Step 4. Tn case of trouble, DEBUG.

The H.A.C. M d_l is presented in Table TI. This

model essentially s -ates that the choice of HeurisOc

precedes the choice of an Alqorthm that does the actual

Cranking of a problem. As stated above, the model is

over -ple, but has proved to be an effective tool in

promo ing or blem solving skill, by providing a descri tive

ba-- for self-as-essment and student counselling. Thus in

total, this paper deals w th a teaching stratagem based on

two odels:

i) A model for intellectual development in te

he debugging of heuristics

A model for problem solving.

An example of how a tutor may aid the intellectual development

of a student by dire-ting attention to the debugging of are

particular heuristic is providedd by the following example

taken from my tutorial records.

A student complaivied that he didn't "understand"

gyroscopic effects. What that meant was that he could follow

the mathematical presentation given in class, yet the

behaviour_was stl1 surprising. .T probed further,and found



that if a lywheel wao spinning In a vert_ -al l_ne,

torque about the artical axis %las aoplierl for an instant,

this student expocted the fly-wheel to rem_ n vertical, but

for its plane to rotate about the vertical axis.

Fig.

Figure Imagine that a spinning flywheel is placed inside

the box (drawn here in isometric pr jection) with the plane

of the flywheel parallel to the front face o_ the box. The

spin sense of the flywheel is marked on the front face, and

the projection of the wheel, the line Ali on the top o t box.

torque, applied )'riefly, is indicated hy its tendency to

t ist in the top (h rizontal plane), rather Chan as a vert cal

vector. One cannon student expectation is that the new

-ition of the flyWheel has the projection /01' on the tor

e hox, corresponding to a rotation of the plane o the

ywheel about the vertical.

Figure (1) is the diagramthat.was drawn while

endeavouring to clarify the students expectation. Xt is clear

that the student was here invoking e-ilieUristic,"Parallel"

the idea that the "effect" of a "force" is a. -placement'

in the "direction" of that "for e di oc ion in this
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specific case is a screw sense). The student had selected

an algorithm which could be formally stated as

Twisting Force X Time Amount of Twist

This particular algorithm is appropriate to a high friction

environment such as the domestic areha of a young child.

It is essentially an Aristotlean algorithm - part of a physics

where forceE! "cause" displacements in velocity. In order to

help this student debug r constructed an argument involving

the same heuristic (Parallel) and patently presenting a

choice between New onian and Ariatotlean algorithms for

forces:

Consider a cannon firing at a targe (drawn a

schematically from above in Fig.( i



Aristotlean Algorithm Newtonian Alqori thm

Fig (ii ) Dashed line is the unperturbed trajectory of a cannon

ball. Dotted line denotes new trajectory after application oi

an impulsive force according to (A) Aristotlean Algorithm,

(B) Newtonian Algorithm.

Suppose just as the cannon ball emerges from the barrQ1

it given a short sharp knock. Then, in accordance with the

expectation portrayed in fig. of generalized impulsive

forces causing a spatial displacement in the direct on of

application the ball should be deviated as shown in fig. (ii)A.

Now of coarse what actually would take place is properly demon-

strated in fig. (ii)B - the effect of the impulsive force is

to give the ball a transverse component of momentum to determine

the subsequent trajectory of the ball. Returning to the flywheel

problem, it likewise follows in formal terms that the effect of

an impulsive torque about the vertical is to produce angular

momentum about the vertical, which has to tm compounded with

that pre-existing.

15



This point s well tade by a drawing such as Fig.

In this figure the original and the addition-1 (angu-

lar ) momenta are shown as screw senses on the sides of a box

containing the flywheel. But these two screw senses - - com-

pounded in a Newtonian way (algorithm) - - must be just the

projection of the resultant notion of the flywheel. So - -

imagining arrows drawn.on the fl- heel showing rotation sense - -

one deduces that the flywheel - having suffered the impulsive

torque (double arrows in the figure) - --changes its plane of

motion: the new projection of the flywheel is shown in fig ( ii)

as the straight line CD.

In summary, my first conceri as a tutor was to aid this student

in debugging the heuristic (Parallel) he had sought to invoke fOr

the processional problem. (Compare computer programing: one has

to debug the programs one actually writes; OA the other hand it

pays to learn of othe_ programs). Confronted with this student

a tutor espcusing a different strategy might have replied:."Don't

look at a wIeel like that. Wok at a wheel as conposed of little

parts,2And consider the eff ct of the applied forces on each

little part . This particular approach invokes the heUristic_



"Divide and Conquer" (discussed later in this paper ) an0 it

ell for a student to see a "Divide and Conquer" anproach ic

ntelisinq problem: however, to repeat in line with the

above described model for problem solving attention to the

debugging co_ a heuristic is paramount and would be a tutor's

first concer

Physics problems depend on a small number of heuristics

specific to physics. In this paper we are to discuss just

seven of these heu ic

Formula Crank

mo Paradigm

In Tote

Fibre/Capillary

Add Fffects (and Rnbtract ects)

Divide and Conquer

Process

In this list "Formula Crank" is none other than to apply

the Formula cranker's Model of Problem solving, the other

heuristics are described in Section 2. For the moment it is

important to note just how few there are, snd that in my te ching

stratagem explicit names are aiven to each heuristic. Now in

the Polya strategem students gain "familiarity" w th a particular

heuristic hy applying that heuris ic to a range of different

problems. In my stratagem this is also done, but much stress is

laid on applying different heuristics to the same Problem --

to stimulate the debugging of thet5 heuristics. And also to

overcome what I call Magic Rey mhinking -- the idea that there

in just one way of looking at a given problem a unique heuris

7



7ust what are these heuristiok, and how good are they in

practico? Fection 2 is devoted to delineating these six

heuristics, and showinc their application to the snaring of the,

nragon Milko of Fig. (i ), Section 3 shows how four of these

heuristics motivate algorithms that successfully snare the

Dragon "Jugglo" of Fig. (xvi). This diecusslon of Section 2 and

3 will Prove of value to any teacher who wishes to discuss the

two nra ons, Miako and Jugglo with students -- using the

tutorials as heuristIcs debugging scenes where the tutor is

uipped to guide an informed but not heuristically misguided

student foray at these nragons. In Section 4 the teaching

stratagem presented here is reviewed. The Appenaix shows

the application of the theoretical framework of this paper

to aspects of the intellectual development of children.

The "debugging of a heuristic" is thereby demonstrated in a

simple setting, various heuristic morals are drawn.

2. MILKO

Preliminary RemarRs

The problematical Dra on ilko" of Fig.(iv) is reproduced

from my compilation "A Dragon Hunter's Box". Please read the first

paragra h of this Dragon. I have posed this problem to many

undergraduates, graduates, engineers and professional

physicists. invarLahly they jumped to the conclusion p p'

When inform d that this was the canonical wrong answer, a line

of argument often developed which made plain the heuriltics

invoked, and the dehug routines caveats, and warnings that

were associated with particular heuristics The later paragraphs
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:.15 this Dragon c nt in a measure of suggestion and counter--

suggest on designed to provoke such an analysis by the reader.

So . . . what heuristics are there for snaring "Milko, and

iust how is it done?

A milk

. Bic
EA ittll W110116. Does

Lmec he holt

6wely, 4ime.
totiairts

co, the is,darea A, Lipwi W A
num constant.

*fiftve. she

ateiy Wow the aeon+ r less ihan Nike
irwas at kit leve4 befcm5eptwatiom.

maybe...

_ .

*A romillientaticiavi mses
boltit of Moose V/ C0dtg#411
ciIyP. AFivr sob

ipifo

whack mem oh"
y, as indicated, svitero

1A1, Vs .hsAs.
4cuIate5 a Cliatly.

fter
*A would-be.

Win
is ri

*Tho mathesugiciam &dams:
w-1747- frikas h15 Milk. in cartons

fig (iv) Reproduced with permission from H.A. Cohen "A Dragon

Hunter's Box", Hanging Lake Books Warrandyte, Victoria,

Australi (1974).
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Toto

The heu is "In Toto" embodies treatin- Jle diverse

parts of a physical system as a single system. In the text

of "Milko" the stat ment of the "woul-i-be physicist" suggests

that the w.b.p. - - like may first exposed to this Dragon - -

has adopted an In Toto" viewpoint and applied an elementary

statics algorithm to evate the total gravitational force W

to the product of base area A base pressure.

On being informed that they have given the canonical

wrong nswer for "Milk- " "In Toto" champions - - who have

trea:t' the milk as a whole - - tend to

Check whether they have included to much in the whole

b) Check whether they have included too little in the whole

c) Switch to "Divide and Conquer" viewpoint.

The rout -es (a) and (b) are debug routines part of debug

routines) associated with the "In Toto" heuri_tic. (c) 1s what

I'd simply call a flag, or pointer to an alternati e heuristic.

Of course the more skillful problem solvers are more effective

tn invoking the above (and othei) debug routines.

Debug routine (a) suggests to check what was included in

the quantity W: and clearly it was the weight of the bottle/

so that W/A is the pressurc at the base -f the bottle at the

glass table boundary. At this stage there's a strong induce-

niunt switch to "Divide exid Conquer" and check whether the

-IP-

P c u os above and below the glass base of the bottle are

equal or not.. (See the ditcussion under the heading "Divide

and C nquer".)

2 0



b-bug routine (b) leads to the ques the milk

illy just sitting there with just the fofce of gravity and

1,,se pressure (times base area) holding it in place?" ThiE

leads to the more particular question as to whether the side-

wall pressure forces can have a net vertical sum. Now side-

wall pressure forces don't cancel - - at least they do where

Mk2 wall- are vertic 1 - - but not where the bottle walls ar

flouting. As indicated in fig (v) the reaction forces have a

net downward sum )(when the contents are homogeneous, X' afte

et_iarat on of cream.

Sketch of wall reaction (pressure) forces acting

on the contents of a milk bottle.

the usual statics algorithm,

pA = W X , p'A W X'

'hen the milk separates, the density of liquid in the neck

1,ss, so that pressures in this region are less, so that th

um of a 1 the sidewall reaction force is less after separal],

X' < X
hence the conclusion p P.
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Divide and Conquer

The Heuristic that I've called "Divide and Conquer" exhorts

one to divide a physical system into a number of parts, and to

solve tha various sub-problems before assembl_ng the component

parts and thp corresponding sub-problems. The example of this

heuristic applied to snare JUGGLO is rather more cogent than

what we do here.

We take as starting point the calculation of pressure below

the base of the bottle presented above (See In Toto). Break

the bottle into the parts shown in fig (vi).

Fig (vi)

The vertical tension in the sidewalls of the bottle is easily,

overlooked. By considering the equilibrium of the base one

deduces

SI = pA T VI = p- A -

where Ts T' are the (corresponding) vertical sums of the side-

wall forces at the base. By considering the equilibrium of the

sides of the bottle, one deduces that T (7") are exactly can-

celled by the vertical sum of the forces due to liquid pressure

acting on the sides, i.e.

T T' X'

where X (X') is the same quantity as eetermined in the "In Toto" d
cussion. Then .evon comparing X and X' one deduces that base_

ureis -letwaftersepatation, pAeL



Formula

The heuristic "Formula Cran involves the apolica r of

what in the introOuction was cal led the rormula Crank 's del

of Problem Ding. To illustrate the potency "Formula Crank"

T will repeat en apocryptal st

early ,.7ork. lc

t revnman and his

Tt appears that in a discu sion Jauch informed

Feynran of the l'43l paper of Dirac which show 0 that there

was an analogy between unitary transform tions in guantum

mechanics and the exponential of r where s was a classical

auantity. Tlhereupcn there and then Feynnan proceeded

to manipu ate the "analogous" classical expressions as tboual

they were the quantum mechanica] unitary transformations,

yield a first crude version of what was to become his important

"Space Time Formulation of Quantum Mechanics". Cle rly th;s

was "Formula Crank" motivated work -- hut reynman had

to call upon all his intellectual resources -- his elahoratcd

(debugged) heuristics -- to make a mass of meaningless formvlae

into an important element of modern physics. To illustrate

the impotency of "Formula Crank" by itself -- here is how

might be applied to ?471.1(0. First to reca itulate the

discussion of the Tntroduction. A Formula rranker will take

recourse to oth r calculation of base pressure, as of the

pre sure at base of one's shoes, to calculate a constant base

pressure

p P

in terms of the weight of contents of milk bottle and base arLi.

If the vali

Cranker do? Very little, observation suggests. The weakness

Formula

of this result were queried, what could a Formula



Cranv." is that there is no means to debug a solution other

than relatively capricious_y selecting a new algorithm. so

as a next step, consiAer the application of what might be

billed as the most comprehensive algorithm for calculating

pressures, the formula

p (p g h)i

whprr the summation is other layers of length hi of material

f density pi. We apply this formula to the simplified

shape "mathematical milk bottle". For homogenous milk base

pres_ure is

p' =h1 p1g+h2 p2g
=

This algorithm isn't enough. Conservation Mqorithm yields

P + p = p(VI V.

where by geometry these volumes are given in terms of areas

and heights by

Ft_ h
1'

Whence such formulae as

v2) (01h1

h- ) (- p
1 1 2 2

From this formula it is clear that p' is D, but it takes a

measure of careful algebraic manipulation heore the barest

Qualitative features emerge. In contrast, consider an "tn

Toto" motivated attack. §ee Fig. (vii) in which the arrows

indicate the vertical forces acting on the contents
. o.f. the

"recular" milk bottle of the mathematician.



Pig (vii)

For homoaenous milk

TAT +
2

pq A? -

h P CT

eq

For stratified milk, cream in vol R V "water in volume
1

In this case,

w 02 h1-_p-g
1

cre m is lighter than rnilk, i.e. pl < p,

follows that W.< p. The point being m de is that in an

araument motivated by the heuristic "Tn Toto", the Algorithm

gets marshalled - is interpTetable and therefore under cont o

A Formula Cranker needs mathematical skills of high order to

aani. e an elementary physical calculation.

olumns duction Device Al

The heuristic "Fibre" is a valUable problem solving idea

utilised by Galileo in his "Dialogues roncernina Two Mew

Sciences". 16
Gal leo imagined a solid beam to be composed of

parallel fibres, or filaments/ effectivelrindependent, the

total tensile load carried by the beam being the sum of the

tensions in each filament. What must be stressed is that

although Galileo talked in terms of beams, which often are made

of fibrous material (wood) his discussion was intended to

apply to beams of any solid material, so that he.fibres

are truly fictions. In fact Galileo mentioned stone beams..

_n his discussion. Galileo used "Fibre" skillfully and was

probably aware of such cave
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heuristic as that one much check that its a reasonable first

approximation to consider the fibres independent.

The heuristic "Col " is very closely related to "Fibre".

One might say it is merely "Fibre" applied to fluids so that

it is the very same heuristic. "Column" suggests that one

analyses pressure differences in fluids by considering the body

of the fluid to be made up of c lindrical columns. l'he caveat

f non-interference between adjacent fibres/columns is still

relevant here. In the next sub-section we 'will discuss further

the issue as to whether Fibre/Column are two heuristics or one.

For the moment, lets consider a particular columm approach to

Milko. We'll present not only a successful solution route along

which "rolumns" will pull a Statics Algorithm -- but ve/ll

also note one of the cul de sacs.

Consider the two fluid columns shown in Piq.(vii) one near

the axis and the other well off the ax s. This suggests a bug--

_t appears at first that the pressure must differ along the base

of the milk bottle -- as the two columns are of different-height.

TTowever this bug a .ose by ignoring wall pressure. 3y considerinq

the sta ic equilibrium of a horizontal fibre (col-- ) of fluid



it is possible to convince oneself that in fact there is - unique

base pressure. it remains much easier then to consider a column

about the axis of the bottle. o calculate the base pres

thexe are two cas_s: a) Contents homogenous milk: pressure p

b) Contents stratified: pressure p'

Consider central columns on base area SA, in the two cases, The

d-nsity of contents of column (b) is less than that ,of column

(a) -- as basically (b) has an excess of cream. Expressing

this evaluation in terms of weight,

o A > p'dA

That is, the base pressure decreases a.ter separation. At this

stage of the calculation, one might return to examine the fine

detail re the two columns a and b to realise that we have

ignored side forces: no matter if sides are vertical as these

forces didn't contribute to the sums considered. In fact the

prime heuristic message to be learned from this calculation

could be summed u_ in the following heuristic:

A: "Select a thin ve _ical colunn that does not intersect any
sidewalls"

A is one of the Problem Reduction/Algorithm Selection nevices

associated with the ColumefieUristic.

2
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Columns Redu ion nev7 e

we'v already suagested that the preceding application of

Columns amounted to an application to a hydrostatic context cf

the "Fiber" heuristic. However, the special convenience of the

central column of r' viii) is not its thinness but that

having vertical sides the thrusts on the walls of the column

h d no vertical components. So that _ natural to consider

columns of very large cross-sectional area in hydrostatics.

All will go well, unless the column hits a lanting wall.

This is a bit of a nuisance (bug), but there is a way out as

detailed below. Hut in debugging "columns to motivate a

solution like that presented below -- the connection with

"Fiber" is getting a little remote. Thus one should say

that originally "Column" was iust a portion of the heuristic

"Fiber" but ultimately, with elaboration (debugging) it assumes

autonomy as an independent heuristic -- possessing a core common

with Fiber. This is a very important process in intell ctual

develonment that I term renlication of he tics: the mother

heuristic spawns a daughter with many common elements. However,

the idea of replication is part of my more elaborate

psychological model of problem solving -- and its presentation

I do not see as part of the teaching st agem I espouse.

rtainly if the sort of application of Columns presented below

is as far as this heuristic is elaborated, the solution

given is still reasonably conceived as motivated by Fiber

debugged for hydrostatics.
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Let us make the thought experiment of enclosing the milk

bottle in a cylinaer, nflrtg the same base, as in Fig.(i)).

our aim is to reduce the M1LKO prol'Ilem to a discuesion of the

pressure at the base of columns standing on the base of th'.

milk bottle. Suppose that in the case when the milk botti !

contains homoeenous the space outside the N)ttle, but ins'

the cylinder is filled *nth milk to t e same level

the bottles the volume ot milk exterior to the bottle we cell

Vest' Likewise, in the case when the milk has separated into

componente of density 01(cream), and 02 (creemless milk), suppose

the exterior volume Vext within the cylinder is filled to

corresponding levels with cream and creamloss milk (see Fig.(ix)).

The presence of the bottle stande in the way of a *Columns"

vated algorithm, but we can justify ignorino its presence.

Since pressure depends on depth alone, the pressure on each side

of the bottle is the ame, ao that the pressure at the base of the

bottle, p (for homogenous milk) P' (for stratified (senarated)

milk)) is unaffected if one removes the bottle walls, bUt leaves

the fluid cententm just as thy were. Thai coniiderinq the

c equilibrium of the columns 'tending On the bme ared A

of the bOttle One has

29



pA w pvn,

P'A 4 Ptuextg

Tn these couations W j the weight of the contents of the bottle,

p V g in the woisht of the fluid in the exterior volUme, this1 ext-

fluid being predominantly c-eam. Hence we see at once tha

Tn summar , the significant dr&vinq motivo in producing tho

nhov ri jyatlon in the ' luxnn " heuristic -- relentlessly

applied to enable consideration of a vertical column of fluid

lanoing on the bottle bane area. This is a striking example of

more sophisticated problem reductions bringing to light a

Problem Reduction/Alsorith Selection Device which we denote by El,

which is roughly ea followes

"Chooe a v

PomnVe in

column with an MintcreatingN base,

rig walla whilst retaining fluid equilibviu "



"Add Effects"

Th heur"kstic "Add f acts encapsulates the i _ea of

(independent) causes having an additive cumulative effect. A
verb 1 formulation this problem solving schemata would be:

"If X causes effect

and Y causes effect F

then X 4- Y causes eff ct E 4- F.

To impmt "Add ffects" in a given problematical situation

one must ivise or select auantities that can meaningfully be
17

added together In fact one aspect of the evolution of the

field concept, and vector and tensor notation, of classical

electromagnetic theory was the devising of a formalism in wh ch

"Add Effects" w s more or less "built-in," as is especially

exemplified by the "principle of superimposit on" for fields.

Likewise "Add Effects" is explicit in various additivity

and implicit in the formalism of all those theories of physics

characterised as linear. It is an enlightening struggle to

make an "Add Effects" foray at the Dragon MILKO.

In Layman's Physics" it's the cream and milk minus cream

(which we glibly term ater) which "cause the pre sure at the

base of a milk bottle. A little more for ally, if the effect is

addi 've, one would wri e

= P cream + °water

and a like expression for the base pressure after separation, P.
Now the total amount of cream is unchanged after separation so

that if quantity alone determ nes pressure, then

P' Pcre cream (false!)
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P'water Pwater lsel)

t_ -he canonical wrong answer, p' p. A more recondite,

and equally false, version of this argument recalls that the

total prer ure of a gas mixture is the sum of the partial pres-

sures of the components, so that on (mis)treating the components

lk . -s, On

above.

The obvious bug

a stri-t ctciiiivity o -ffe-t as

the above discussion is that distribution

must be Laken into account or the moment, we simplify the dis-

cussion by only dealing with the regular shaped "mathema c -ns'

milk bottle " Then in accord will "Add Effects" one env_sages

milk as the superposition of cream of density '211;1( -4-v 2)-1
and of milk minus cream = water, of density p2V2(V1

both cream and water being dispersed throughout the total volume

V2. Then

So that by "Add e

The he

turn to ca culate via "Add Effects" the base pressure after sepa-

ration, we run into that super bug mention in Section 1. To imple-

ment "Add Effects" one needs to imagine that -as is shown in fig (x)

croc:m
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,p2V2

of h )7-

+V

+ V )
2

has -o-ked beautifully for milk. However, when we



"pressUre eth zero Aensitv fills up emp v spaces, awl

transmits presses so that one can c 1_ late t e new component

press% as:

=water 2 -2

Thus

P'eam cream

milk

h A_ where 71,-2 2 1

Thu- as water is Aenser than cream, we have

tn
4.

MILK

-c ea- cream

-1
1 ' '2

CraamiEther
3

ater Ps a er

11-h11 1- 2



Thus, for a "mathe a--ical milk bottl " we have established that

the base pressure (p) drops to the valu_- after separati n of

cream. Presentation f this more sophisticated derivation to

students leaves for them the mere puzzle of extending the deri

vation to milk bottles of convent*onal shape. In fact the argu-

me-t riv 60 LTibove appliz?s at once to a cc7ventional bottle provided

cram/milk v_

1.r.,

and Ira L -al heights satisfy the iaquality

v_h
2 1

0

whi h is a requirement on the 2=22 cross-sec ional area

"Subtrac -Effects

This heuristic is conceived by the writer as a variant of

"Add Effects" discussed above. A "Subtract-Effec " motivated

calculation of the differences in base pressures, p p', is

oulinec in ris 1 terms by Fig. I). No ii this figure we

have not introduced a "pres ure-ether" but the lower volume

V2 of the mathematical milk bottle now contains

negative density!

a liquid of

Fig (xi) Schemati- Lutline of "Subtract Effects"

motivated attack on 114ILKO.
34



"Proces is a heurist' grert power which involves the

notion of a state. From the "Process" viewpoint, a problem is

conceived as devolving on a transformation, like so

(State A) -- (S B)

or, in short hand, A B. In terms of the parameters that defIne

a state, the transformation is

A B (a1, a2'

The key problem solving idea of "Process" is to devise

(possibly fictitious) state X, for which the transformation rules

A 4 X ---)10 B

are well established, so that one can readily compute the transfor-

mations of parameters

x3,

What has been presented above is a very sophstcated and formal

description of "Process." In fact the present writer first iden-

tified this heuristic_as being potent in thermodynamics and spe-

cial relativity and conceived of this problem solving idea a-

being used and developed only by advanced students. However, in

September 1974, I was flabbergasted to observe a five year old, Leo,

use this very same heuristic. At the conclusion of a classic
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Piaqetian interview described in the Appendix, Leo was asked:

"How would you explain to another child why the Pepsi

(poured from a sauat beaker) rises so high after

Pouring (into a narrow cylinder)?"

Leo thought intently for a few ,;econds. then answe ed,

"The sides pushing the Pepsi up".

Leo placed his hands apart and forward, then brought them

together as he said this. It was clear in cont-xt that he had

invented e fictitious "state X: in which the tall cylinder

ha0 the same diameter as thE (s uat) beaker, and therefore

wou 0 hold its aliquot oF Pepsi at the same level as that in

the beaker. Leo's explanation entailed the transformation from

state A: Pepsi in sauat h aker

to the final state

State s: Pepsi in tall narrow cylinder

via the fictitious State X.

Looking at the Dragon MILRO i- "Process" terms, one

perceives this Dragon as involving a transformation from

State A: Romogenous milk in milk bottle

e P: Stratified milk in milk bottle

One can't compute the alteration in base pressure -- i.e.,

r); - Ps tm P-p' directly -- after all, this is the problem of

this Dragon. Yet if the neck of the milk bottle were rubber.

hinged somehow, and the bottle transformed into a

cylinder it would be easy, in fact trivial, to compute the

base pressure change after stratification by reference to he

states:
36



State X: P.omogenous rtilk in cylinder

State Y: Stratified milk in cylinder

In a cylinder the only vertical forces acting on the fluid

contents (of weight W) are gravity and the base pressure actn

over the aren! A, so that

W/A

The additional base pressure in state a compared to state X is

due to an addi ional height D of milk so that under the

transformation A X: pA P TVA = nPq

Likewise: B: py

Hence

which

=

P P' PA PB P

Po

A - p' = -

tive as cream density pi is less than the density

of A.lk. This "Process" argument is illustrated in Fig.(xii)

State A

Homogenous

State X

Homogenous

State Y

Stratified

Pig (xii) "Process" applied to MIMI). The sides

of the milk bottle are drawn.as hinged.

37
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It's worth noting an unsuccessful "Pr tivated attack

on MILKO that a number of students i_itiate. Suppose the milk

bottle is connect near its base with a vertical cylinder, as

dr_ n in Pio.( __i).The level of homogenous milk is equal in

the two branches at the initial state. Subsequently the milk

stratifies; however there are unequal lengths of strata in

the two connected vessels, and there is no convenient in _Je
diate state.

Fig (xiii) Sketch for an unsuccessful

"process" foray at MITAO.
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TO

Preliminary

The dragon Jugglo of Pig (Xiv) is a superlative Fermi problem

that appears to have been f rst posed someti e in the last century.

On being exposed to _his Dragon a typical La Trobe undergraduate

answer firmly "No!" With some coaxing he will recount the

thinking that lead to this conclusion. A typical response -

vory much refined for these didactic purposes - - goes like so:

"The bridge has a safe load of Mg 2mg and presumably will

collapse if this load is exceeded. It's supporting a Juggler

and 3 balls of total weight Mg + 3mg. The balls are in the air

som time, and the juggling details are too horribly complicated

even to envisage - - but the real point is that you've got a whole

system (jugg er plus balls) of a weight which exceeds the critical

load so that the bridge collapses."

Yhe basis for the correct "physical intuition" - - the response

as revealed by such verbalizing - - lies in the mechanical

implications of the heuristic "In Toto."

However, if the tutor reformulates Jugglo, supposing that there

,Ire only two balls in all which the juggler is tossing on the very

same bridge, incorrect solutions are commOn, if not so invariable

in the case of MILKO.

Now to get down to the slaughter of JUGGLO. Here are four

different attacks - med in accord with their dominant heuristic.

4 0
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Toto

We previously discussed the heuristic n Toto" as applied

to the Dragon MILKO. A familiar application of this problem

solving schema is to the description of rigid bodies where the

concept of the center of mass is introduced. To apply this idea

to Jugglo involves considering the system of Juggler (of mass M)

and N balls of mass m as a single object of mass M + Nm.

Students often adopt an "In Toto" viewpoint to examine

JUGGLO - a but in midstream seem to switch heuristic -

following the flag

Switch to Divide and Conquer Viewpoint.

It seems that there is a particular debug routine attached to

the "In Toto" frame

(d) Check the relation of the parts to the whole

that is easily confusable with having switched to "Divide and

Conquer. In fact we use such a debug routine (d) to extend

the fairly crude In Toto" argument given above to the following

polished attack on JUGGLO.

How do the component parts of the whole JUGGLO system inter-

act? The answer is reassuring to the "In Toto" champion: the

"internal" forces between the components are equal and opposite,

and therefore of no consequence in considering the motion of the

system in terms of the behaviour of the centre of mass. The

various "external" forces, including the (upward) reaction of the

b idge R, have a sum of magnitude.

R (M + Wm)gk

where k is a unit vertical (upwards pointing) vector. The center

41
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of mass of the system moves up and down a little, about some

average position (or perhaps remains stationary). Consequently,

if at any instant the center of mass is experiencing an upwards

acceleration, then at that instant

R M + Nm)g.

Thus even in the case of two balls (N =2) if the center of mass

f the system comprising Juggler and balls is not stationary, then

at some instant there will be a net _pward acceleration and the

bridge load limit will be exceeded,

Divide and Con uer

A "Divide and Conquer" approach to a problem is to break the

problem into interfacing problems, each of which is solved in turn.

Applied to JUGGLO this heuristic would naturally lead us to consider

separately the dynamics of the bridge, the juggler, and each of the

three balls. Now the bridge is specified as capable of supporting

a maximum load of (M + 2m)g - M being the mass of the juggler and

m the mass of the ball. The first subproblem - - the juggler - -

is easily analysed to deduce that the maxim force the juggler can

exert on one (or more) balls at any instant is 2mg upwards. The

next subproblem is the motion of one ball, ball I say. If at time

t = 0 the ball is released with upward velocity v it will rise a

distance (v/2g) in time v/g, and after a time lapse of 2v/g will

return to the altitude of release but now with downward velocity v.

If caught at the same height as when released, then (presuming the

juggler has no other balls in his hands at the time) the juggler

can apply (maximum) upward force 2mg on the ball, so that the net

force on the ball is mg upwards - - leading to a symmetric reversal

the motion as per Fig. (xv).
4 2
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Fig (xv) Possible motions of two balls tossed by the juggler

In fig (xv) we've drawn not only the altitude of ball 1 assuming

release and capture of this ball occur at a constant height,

but also a permitted motion of ball 2. Clearly in accord with

this analysis at all times the juggler is applying the maximum

allowed force so that there is no possibility of him catching a

further ball; there can be no Ball 3 without exceeding the

bridge load limit.

The chief virtue of this "Divide and Conquer" attack h is

the very detailed information derived as to an acceptable juggling

style for two balls; if the greatest height reached by a ball was

h v2/2g) above catching level (markea 0 in Pig (xv)), the ball will

a further h encased in the juggler's hand and then be brought up

to be released at the catching level whilst simultaneously the

second ball is caught - - possibly with the other hand at a differ-

ent altitude - - after the second ball has likewise fallen through
h

4 3
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"Time Ave II A

This approach to JUGGLO is also motivated by "Divide and

Conquer." However, the trick of taking a time average (such as

is often done in statistical mechanics) is used to get rid of

uninteresting dynamical detail.

Consider the equation of rnoton for ball a:

where as elswhere k is a unit vector in the vertical direction,

and F t) is the force applied by the jug ler to ball a at

time t. Integreting between the limits t = Oto t =T,

mv (T) mv (0) = -m Tk-a -a

Hence, the time-ave a ed value of the force Eaj

.T

/ 1 dt F = m3k + mv (T) -mv (0)

T

Provided this ball isn't dropped, the numerator of the second

term on the left is bounded, so that over an extensive duration

the time of j
mgk

summing the forces on the juggler, and then considering the load

on the bridge, gives for the time-averaged load on the bridge in

the case of three balls,

< = Mgk + 3mgk

which exceeds the prescribed limit. For two balls

<00)= Mgk + 2mgk

4 4



Hence, if R is constant, the bridge is just safely loaded, but

if R varies then at some instant it must exceed its average value.

"Add Effects"

in accord with the heuristic "Add Effects" we conceive the

load on the bridge as being the cuMulative (additive) effect of

each of Jugglo, and 3 balls, teated separately. Thus the bridge

"held responsible" for on the average keeping each of these

fo. ur objects above the bridge. The Juggler needs Mg to stay

more or less where he is, and 1 kewise each ball requires an

external force of average mg to be on the whole uninfluenced by

gravity. Hence the safe load is exceeded by a Juggler tossing

three balls.

This informal discussion under this heading differs in small

but crucial emphases from that given under the heading of "In

Toto." The formaljnathematical argument motivated by "Add Effect "

is likewise similar to that given above under thP heading "In Toto".

4 5
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4- CONCLUS ON

We have shown how a diversity of "solutions" to the Dragons

MILK° and JUGGLO depend on just a limited number of problem solving

schemata called heuristics. The core idea of these heuristics is

probably acquired in childhood, but during intellectual develop-

ment a coteri- of debug routines, caveats, flags, problem trans-

formation and reduction, ideas become attached to each heuristic.

Knowledge of very specific skills termed algorithms is also linked
with particular heuristics.

In order to promote student self-awareness, of the processes

involved in their own intellectual development, and of the.evolu-

tionary character of the formulation of a solution to a formidable
problem, a teaching stratagem is proposed with the following facets:
1) Specific discussion with students ef the model for problem

solving and for intellectual development presented here.
2) The posing to students of really formidable challenging prob-

lems, of w ich the two Dragons discussed herein are instances.
3) The discussion of student forays at Dragons with students in

order that their own attempts can be interpreted in terms of
the theoretical framework provided by the concept-of the elabo-
ration of heuristics.

46
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Appendix

This paper as a whole has been concerned with the develop-

ment of problem solving ability in physIcs. However the teaching

stratagem I espouse is based on a theoretical model of intellec-

tual development that has far wider gambit. In this Appendix the

model is applied to give an explication of certain aspects of the

intellectual development of children, by showing how it interprets

some of the data obtained in the "protocols" (transcripts) of.three

Piagetian experiments.

Thd EgT 4nd Eg Cup Exper_ ment

In order to answer questions as to whether some quantity is

greater or less than another, the typical child uses such heuris-

tics as

Hl. Greater extent means more.

H2. Sparseness (greater gaps between -eans less.

H3. Counting you if more or less.

The heuristic H3 is only suitable for very small sets because

f a child's limited skill at counting. The sorts of situations

where a typical child of five years gives the correct answer to

questions about quantity are shown in fig (Irvi A beingwhat we

term a paradigm for HI, while 0 is a paradigm for 02. It is

noteable re these two paradigms that only one heuristic is-applic-

able to each paradigm: but what happens if a situation i8 presented

to which both heuristics are applicable, and give conflicting con-

clusions? In one of the classic "conservation" experiments of

Jean Piaget12, the egg-cup experiment, children in the 4. years
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age group are set such a puzzle involving a clash in their heuris-

tics. As indicated in fig (xviC) if such children are shown a

line of eggs in egg-cups, where the extent and spar eness of both

the eggs and the egg-cups are the same, then in answer to the

question "Are there more eggs or more egg cups?" the typical

child (4 - 7 yea answers No the same.- However, if these eggs

are i- full view of the child removed from the cups - - and spread

out in a longer line than the line of the cups - - then the itua-

tion is one in which Hl and 112 give conflicting assessments to the

repeated question. However, for the young child, Hi is in some

way tagged as primary or more important - - for, as indicated

below, HI describes a great range of situations where such

evaluations are sought. So the typical five year old will now

reply "Of course not. What distinguishes the seven year old

from the typical five year old? Possibly the seven year old has

acquired a heuristic such as

H4. Relationships more than or less constant in time.

which certainly doesn't adequately describe the contents of a

cookie jar but nevertheless is a valuable heuristic. However the

mere addition of H4 to a child's reportoire won't necessarily lead

to the c _rect answer to the repeated question of the egg egg-cup

experiment. What is needed is some caveat like

H5. In case of conflict between H1 and 112, use an historical

heuristic like 04.

The addition of these - _ome such - heuristics to the Collec-

tion
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HI, 112 etc. of the tyDical five year old child is an instance

of what T term the debugging of heurtatios.

therPia "Conse a ion"

Here is the protocol of a classic Piagetien "conserve on"

experiient, conducted by one of Piaget and Inhelder's

collaborators, Olivier de Maroellus, in Lexington, Massachusetts

in September. 1974.

A five year old child Pob was shown two vessels. One, a

measuring cylinder, was tall and narrow in cross-section, the

other was a sauat beaker containing a d rk liouid terred

"PePsi". Rob was asked to what height he anticipated the

"Pepsi" poured from the beaker would fill the narrow cylinde

Rob pointed to a level on the cylinder at the same

height as the top level of the "Pepsi" in the squat

vessel. The "Pepsi" was poured. The level in the narrow

cylinder was about three times higher than that predicted by

Hob. Rob registered much astoniehment, followed by

traditional facial expressions fOr grasping a tricky idea.

Rob was asked: there more Pepsi now?"

Rob replied: "No Tt's just the same ... it only looks more."

(2)

Rob was then asked how he would explaIn to another child h it

was that the "Pepsi" was so high in the (narrow) cylinder.

Rob pondsred a morent -- then placed hIs hands aboUt 20

centimetres apart in front of him, th n steadily drew his hands

together while saying, "The sides are pushing:the Pepei up".*(3)

Rob's responses, *(2), end *(3) of the:Above protocol,

erlt these comments:
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*(1) Rob s ex ectation of the heiqht of the new (narrow)

liquid column conforms to the heuristic Pi of the preceding

experiment -- the anticipated "extent" of the new "Pepsi"

column its height -- was anticipated to be unchanged.

*(2) Rob opined a caveat to be referred to as 06 which he

probably only recently learnt to associate with the heurIstic

Hl.

Hr, - "Sometimes it only looks more".

On the basis of this protocol one can't be certain as to which

heuristic(s) led Rob to say "the -ame" - but it was

probably the historical heuristic 04 delimited above.

3) Rob h d formulated an explanation in terms of the

heuri tic Process -- the same heuristic, which somewhat

elaborated (= debuaged) was used to snare the Dragon Milko

in Section 2. Rob was considering a fictitious state of the

cylinder -- presumably one in which cros section was the

same as in the sauat beaker. In the fictitious state, the

"Pepsi ould be at the same level as in the squat beaker.

Rut on b inging the sides together -- as indicated by hand

movement -- the "Pepsi" level would rise.

T 1 nds Experiment
_

The following incident took place wi hin the context

of a very extensive Piagetian expe iment,"Islands",conducted by
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seymour Papert.

A five year old child was asked to count the (2 cm. x 2 cm.

x 2 cm.) cubes arranged as a rectangular prism which was 8 cm. x

6 cm. x 6 cm.. Her algorithm was transparent, as she traced her

finger row by row along thefront face, and proceeded to likewise

count blockson other faces of the prism. zhe concluded there

were 30 cubes in the prism. She was asked "How did you do it?

If another child wanted to count the blocks, what would you tell

her?" The child replied, "Don t count the side ( = edge) one's

twice ' The child failed to say that her ba-ic method was syste-

matically tracing her finger along the faces. This method had

the bug she discovered (as well as oth rs she didn't discov

the inner blocks weren t counted) but the counting procedure is

not well characterised heuristically by that bug!

In applying the heuristic "Add Effects" to Milko in Section 2

a similar situation arises. An incredible artifact, a pressure

carry ether, has to be introduced for this heuristic to succeed.

Yet it would be patently misleading to heuristically characterise

this -elution as "The Pressure--Ether Model" for the Milko Dragon.
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Conserve rflOt Heuristic am

Tn (laser

4
experiments1 we have noted the heuristics manifestly utilised -

ing "eve some classic Piageti _ Conservation"

ane in some instances verbally expressed by children in the five

to seven years age group. Perhaps we should note that it i

fairly novel to attempt to use the nrctocols of such experiments

tO determine the heuristics reportoire of a child: such a

ei cussion wag first given ty Seymour Papert. 17 The evidence

of these and other protocols suggest that a child does not mature

by discarding the "rich-Conserving" heuristics and learning a more

"Precise" "conserving" heuristic: rather tO the prototype

heuristic "To tell if mere - look" are added further

structural elements -- other be istics - the whole collection

of heuristics ',sing closely linked, and heuristics relating the

various elements are nart of the whole. Table III shows how

some of the heuristics discussed above slot into the Heuristic

Frame which is called "Look - Hare".

TABLE 117

THF ANA 0 0

COMPONENT

Core heUrietic

Problem Reduction

Devices and Algorithm

Selector

Debug re

SPECIFICATION

"To tell if more - look"

HI: "Greater extent means more"

42: "Sparseness means less"

"Check HI and R2 for cassis n

Demons RSt "In gase of conflict between _u

and 02, use an historical heuristic"

R6t it only looks more"
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The Heuristic Frame detailed in Table T1 is similar to a

lqschema proposed by Minsky and Papert. The young child

has avail hle the core heuristic of this frame the idea that

v3sual observation can be used to Oetermine guantitv - Plus RI

and possibl 1-12. Of course to a young chile auantity means

capacity to satisfy hu.nger or maybe bites. One of the most

endearing protocols T. have collected was of a non-conserving

six year old, w1ic was asked whether a flattened ball of dough

contained more than a spherical ball which had previously been

adjudged "the same amount". The girl guided by R1 claimed that

the flattened ball of dough contained more, and justified

this answer by pointing out that the round ball could be eaten

in two bites, whereas the flattened ball would take five bites.

The older child - the Conserver - has added to these basic

e]ements of a frame debug routines and demons akin to those in the

Table. It is just that process of enting and editing a

frame, such as "Look - More", which is called in this paper the

detmqin2 of that he ristic.
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